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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (86)

Master Ciro,
I have just received your books - the new guide to astrology and
relocating solar returns and can't wait to read them.
The ALR in Finland has had some strong effects- Jupiter in the 7th-and
I have met a wonderful person (more a friendship though)-although I find
the ALR of Dubai for January is causing confusion and tension.
I wanted to have your views on the ALR for February in Dubai - the
stellium in the second - what does it mean and how to exorcise it?
Is it good for money? Is the ALR in Dubai also good for love with
Jupiter in the Vth? MY DOB 16.08.73 2.05am Trieste.
Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
now many beautiful women as you leave for Finland!
Your Aimed Lunar Return for Dubai is dangerous: Saturn in the Tenth
House and a great and good stellium in the Second House - for executives
very high like you - is a serious danger of dismissal.
I advise you to go to Samara, Russia, where you can get maximum
protection for work-health-love-money-look.
Please, read carefully: maximum protection, but not absolute
protection.
Many greetings.
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ALR February 2013 Samara Russia For Anne Marie

***

Hello Ciro!
I'm an actor that lives in Los Angeles.
I have looked at my upcoming solar return and it looks difficult, based
on what I've read in your books.
I would love your insight on how to resolve this, where to go, for
more success in career. My birthdate is July 2, 1970 12:28 AM in New
York, NY, USA.
Victor
Dear Victor,
this is the best Aimed Solar Return for you in this year: Shudog, Russia
(see the map below).
Jupiter is on the X/11^ Houses cusp and Venus is out of the 11^/12^
Houses cusp! It is a little miracle!
You have to stay there around 9:00 AM on July 2 of this year, but it is
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prudent to anticipate 2-3 days.
Often in Russia many flights are canceled and you could get there the
next day, frustrating your birthday trip.
This village is near the city of Syktyvkar (OAG Airport code SCW).
Alternatively you can choose Downey in California, but the results were
100 times lower.
Unfortunately it is not possible to place Venus very closed to the
Descendant: Downey, California, July 2nd, at 9:52 PM PDT.
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Shudog Russia For Victor

ASR 2013 Syktyvkar Russia For Victor
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Shudog Russia

ASR 2013 Downey California For Victor

***
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Dear Ciro,
Thank you for the details. Can you please shed some light on the 5th
house of the same SR of mine.
Regards,
Imran from Pakistan

ASR 2013 Karachi For Imran

Dear Imran,
with this Aimed Solar Return your 5^ House is quite bad. Saturn is more
strong than Venus, a lot. You have to think to a crisis in love, but it is possible
also a new love after a separation: Venus.
Your wife or girlfriend might even abort. You could have two loves
contemporaries: one will make you suffer and another will give you pleasure.
Read chapters of Venus in 5th House and Saturn in 5th House in my Transits
and Solar Returns.
This book is currently sold out, but maybe that you find a copy on sale
at the American Federation of Astrologers, www.astrologer.com.
Many greetings.

Dear Ciro,
Can you please let me know, within Pakistan how far I should go to
change my ASR Ascendant and have it best.
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Also, is it enough to stay there only for a few hours just before and after
the exact time of the Return?
Thank you!
Imran From Pakistan

If you will able to get VISA,
this of Banff, Ontario, Canada, is a quite good Aimed Solar Return.
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Banff Alberta Canada For Imran

***

Dear Master Ciro,
Many thanks for the Lunar return calculations to Samara, Russia.
I am not sure I will be able to reach that destination - I am very busy with
work and such a trip on the 12th of February might not be feasible.
Unfortunately, although I try my best to travel on the lunar returns, I will
not always be able to do it.
I am hoping that the protection of the ASR coupled with several lunar
returns will suffice unless it is absolutely critical. Is there any other location
(closer to Dubai than Russia that you could recommend).
So, I could fly overnight and come back. If I stay in Dubai, I could
exorcise Saturn in the tenth by working extra hard that month and taking
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care of my mother.
I would be most grateful for your advice. Also, can you recommend a
book on the exorcism of symbols in English- I was unable to find it on
Amazon.
Warmest regards,
Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
I am sorry that you will not depart next Lunar Return. I advise you to go
to Samara or to remain in Dubai.
Yes, you can exorcise those positions like you write, but remember that
the exorcism of a symbol protect us at 20/25% against the 80/85% of an
Aimed Lunar Return.
My book Aimed Solar and Lunar Returns, on www.amazon.com, is
almost all on the esorcism of symbols.
Best wishes.
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